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Q.No.1
Following statements are followed by four options. Only one choice is closest in meaning to the
underlined words in the statement.
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(1)

She shuddered “All right, take it easy” she said.
(A) Cried

(2)

(B) Laughed

(C) Trembled

(D) Wept

The grave of Hubert withstood the havocs of the flood.
(A) Completed

(3)

(B) Resisted

(C) Subsided

(D) Destroyed

(C) Short

(D) Golden

She had magnificent blonde hair.
(A) Long

(4)

(B) Red

Instantly the melon broke in the throat of the camel.
(A) At once

(5)

(B) When

(C) Later

(D) Before

Chaudhry Fateh Dad’s censure was purely religious.
(A) Offering

(6)

(B) Praise

(C) Criticism

(D) Kindness

The girl is stunned. She looks to the first man.
(A) Angry

(7)

(B) Amazed

(C) Sad

(D) Crazy

(C) Definitely

(D) Knowingly

(C) Tall

(D) Handsome

(C) Moving

(D) Shaking

You are deliberately trying to confuse me.
(A) Badly

(8)

(B) Carefully

There is an eligible bachelor in the town.
(A) Skillful

(9)

(B) Suitable

Shovelling white steam over her shoulder.
(A) Throwing

(10)

(B) Paying

Conjoining beak with beak.

(A) Covering (B) Wrapping (C) Uniting

(D) Making

Each question statement has four options. Only one choice is correct.
(11)

What had happened to the throat of old woman?
(A) Injured

(B) Infectious

(C) Wounded

(D) Swollen

(12)

Della paid _____ dollars for the gift.

(A) 20

(B) 21

(C) 22

(13)

The slave had never experienced any.

(A) Pleasure

(B) War

(C) Happiness

(14)

Why did the girl circle round and round?
(B) To catch the man

(15)
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(A) The environment

(D) To escape from the killer
(B) The life (C) The mind (D) The city

Choose the correct form of verb and fill up the bubbles.
(16)

The sun _____ in the West.

(17)

The clerks ______ on strike for a month. (A) were

(18)

By next year, I _______ admission in foreign university.
(A) take

(B) shall take

(D) Calamity

(A) To reach the safe place

(C) To save herself

Cherry tree glorifies.

(D) 23

(A) set

(C) had taken
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(B) sets

(C) setting

(B) are

(C) have been (D) will be

(D) shall have taken

(19)

She told me his name after he _____.

(A) left

(20)

If I worked hard I _____ examination.

(A) will pass (B) can pass
7(Obj)(

(D) will set

(B) had left

(C) will leave

(D) leave

(C) would pass (D) passed
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